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ABSTRACT
The present paper belongs in a wider project that aims at (re-) defining the trade-potential of the
Greek economy in the frame of a rapid changing international environment, especially in the
neighbouring area.
Following a thorough literature review, we present the evolution of the spatial and sectoral
decomposition of contemporary Hellenic trade relations. We distinguish three main periods: the
first lasts till the end of the 60s, where the political and the economic orientation was towards the
transatlantic consensus; a second which starts with the approximation and the entry in the
European Union; and the last one beginning from the early 90s and the deep reformations in
Eastern Europe.
✁he continuing, deep geopolitical and economic rearrangements, combined with the deepening
of the domestic insolvencies, opens new prospects for a spatial and sectoral re-orientation of the
Greek economy.
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1. Introduction
Markets do fail. Daily economics confirm the misleadingness of the theoretical construct of
perfect, self-regulated markets that provide us with the best possible solutions. In place of the
(neo-) classical "invisible hand" we see the ✂robust✄ hands of oligopolies, the hand of a bank, a
fund, of the one or the other government, a union, up to the "small, weak" hands of the
consumers, the unemployed, the employees and the self-employed producers. The necessity
therefore for interventions and planning is inevitable; it is in fact the very nature of the actual
economy itself. The question then is which ✂hands✄ we choose.
In this sense, sectoral and spatial orientation of a national economy does not arise ✂naturally✄
objectively and inevitably; it rather results from the specific choices of (more or less) centralized
socio-economic interests.
Sectoral and spatial (re-) orientation in the frame of a rapidly changing international context is a
crucial issue for any regional and / or national economy. Not only because of the rapid
transformations in economic and political geography, but moreover because of the deep,systemic
alterations: (i) there is an endogenous trend for socialization against the intensification of
centralization of production (vertically and horizontally) – in other words the prevalence of
oligopolies – that strengthens as the systemic crisis remains worldwide; (ii) post-modern
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4. Conclusions and policy implications
The ongoing, geopolitical and economic upheavals, coupled with the deepening of domestic
malformations, open new prospects and new necessities for a spatial and sectoral reorientation of
the Greek economy. An alternative proposal for the country‘s extroverted development should
first start from claiming the role of a modern, progressive neutrality –an agent for cooperation,
democracy, social justice and ecological balance✁ in the area that was and will be especially vital
for the socioeconomic development of Hellenism – Eastern Europe, Black Sea, the Eastern
Mediterranean and the Middle East.
Around this axis, Greece can (and should) specify separate categories of sectoral specialization
within the modern international division of labour, highlighting the country as (i) an international
node for commodities, capital, energy, ideas and people and (ii) a global, applied research and
development laboratory.
Central and local political interventions should serve towards a reorientation of Greek
production, following its horizontal advantageous in developing economies of quantity (rather
than economies of scale), but also its specific sectoral strengths in the nutrition and the primary
sector, in sectors where qualitative specialization and custom-made production make sense, in
branches associated with cultural industry and education, shipping and tourism.
Yet above all, the spatial re-orientation of the country should be served, giving priority to the
regions of Eastern Europe, Black Sea, Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East.
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